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LIFEPATHS
CORE CONCEPTS

Building a character with the Lifepath System is the simplest and quickest method, but also the one 
with the least choice and variability. It involves taking a character through three stages representing his 
upbringing, apprenticeship, and early career. Afterwards, the characters is taken through their Tour of 
Duty which represents the extra stages of their life that help � esh out the character and even allow him 
to take some of the stranger abilities available in FADING SUNS, such as psychic powers, theurgic magic, 
or cybernetic enhancements.

CHARACTERISTICS
All characters created in FADING SUNS start with the same base characteristics and 
scores. Characteristics are the innate qualities of a character, the hereditary or other-
wise deep-rooted aspects de� ning the character. Characteristic ratings range from 
1 to 10, with 1 indicating an extreme de� ciency and 10 indicating human perfec-
tion (see FSR Player’s Guide, p.112).

There are three standard groupings of characteristics: Body (physical), Mind (men-
tal), and Spirit (psychological and emotional). Characters may also have Occult 
characteristics relating to a character’s interaction with extradimensional forces, 
but these are bought later in the character creation process. A character’s Body, 
Mind, and Spirit characteristics all start at a base rating of 3.

A beginning character may not raise a characteristic above 8 (such perfection 
requires not only innate ability, but also tempering in the � res of experience). Excep-
tions to this rule are Vorox characters, whose Body characteristics may be raised to 
10, and cybernetic characters who may augment their bodies in ways that allow 
abnormal characteristics ratings.

NATURAL SKILLS
Like innate characteristics, all characters start with a rating of 3 in the following skills: 
Faction Lore (Phoenix Empire), Faction Lore (character’s Starting Faction), Fight, In� uence, Observe, 
Planetary Lore (character’s Home Planet), Sneak, Throwing, and Vigor.

These skills are considered basic skills that most characters learn as they grow up in the FADING SUNS uni-
verse. If a character grew up outside the Phoenix Empire they may change the Faction Lore to one more 
appropriate to their upbringing.

 start with the same base characteristics and 
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Dexterity
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Perception
Tech
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OVERVIEW THE LIFEPATH SYSTEM
This is a brief overview of each step. More detailed information on generating a character can be found in 
Chapter 4 of the Fading Suns Revised Player’s Guide. It is best to update the character sheet at each step 
as doing so will help to keep all of the numbers in line. 

STEP ONE: FORMULATE CONCEPT
The concept is the foundation of the character and lays the groundwork for all the decisions you will want 
to make in the Lifepath system. Even before thinking of species, faction, or any of the other choices to 
be made, ask questions about the core concept of the character and what they will be doing through-
out the game. 

This is the ideal time to talk with the Game Master and other players about what types of characters they 
are making. Fading Suns is often played with a cadre of diverse characters working towards a common 
goal. If all the other players are nobles seeking to restore an ancient family line, you may want to con-
sider how your down on their luck tramp freighter pilot � ts into the group and what your character will 
be doing while the rest of the cadre are in the high courts.

Helpful Tip:  This is a good point to write down the default characteristic values and natural skill starting 
values on the character sheet. 

STEP TWO: CHOOSE FACTION AND ROLE
The faction is the character’s major a�  liation in the game and in many cases 
the largest group with which they will be aligned. Not all the characters in 
a group need to be in the same faction, and it is encouraged that there is a 
wide range of specialties in each group as each faction will have access to 
di� erent types of resources. To play an alien character (Ur-Ukar, Ur-Obun, 
Vorox) select that faction. The faction a character belongs to will determine 
which of the � rst three paths they will choose in the next step. 

Within the human factions there are also roles to be selected. For nobles 
it is the house that the character belongs to, for members of the Merchant 
League it is their guild, and for the Universal Church it is their sect. For 
example, Betty wants to make a scrappy thief born on the streets of Byzan-
tium Secundus and has selected Merchant League as the faction. The best � t, 
in Betty’s opinion, would be the Scraver’s guild so that is what she selects. Her 
character will have the blessings and curses associated with the Scravers and 
choose paths from the Merchant League section.

Suggested bene� ces are listed with each role as role-playing guides for ste-
reotypical characters in that role. The character does not automatically get 
the suggested bene� ces but may purchase them during Step Five: Final 
Touches.

Helpful Tip:  Any blessings, curses, bene� ces, and a�  ictions listed for the chosen role within the faction 
should be noted on the character sheet. Additionally for characters in an alien faction there will be a num-
ber of changes to starting characteristics and skills. 
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STEP THREE: CHOOSE HISTORY
For each faction the character history choices are broken down into three stages: Upbringing, Appren-
ticeship, and Early Career. Make one choice at each of these stages for the character. After the � rst three 
stages are selected there is a � nal stage which is the Tour of Duty, representing the character’s career up 
until the point at which game play starts, where the player can select two histories from the Extra Stages 
to round out their character. 

Certain stages may provide the character with a skill and/or characteristic he already gained in an earlier 
stage—all skill and characteristic bonuses are cumulative. For example, if a character learns Etiquette 1 
during his Apprenticeship, and his Early Career also provides him Etiquette 1, he then has the Etiquette 
skill at 2. If a successive stage provides a character with a language he already speaks or reads, he may 
spend those points (usually 2 per language) or keep them and add them to his Extra Points in the next step.

Characters cannot begin play with any skill or characteristic above 8. If this happens when select-
ing a path, the player should take the extra ranks and redistribute them elsewhere as this happens. If it is 
a characteristic that would go above 8, such as Strength, then just select a di� erent Body, Mind, or Spirit 
characteristic. If a skill would go above 8 just select any valid skill that is available to the character. 

Alternatively, the point could be converted to Extra Points using the Extra Points Cost chart below and 
then be spent during Step Four. 

Some skills will be listed as a skill family with the option to choose the skills. Others will be specif-
ically listed. If the skill is represented by a skill family with the option to CHOOSE, the player may choose 
which skill from that family he wants to spend the point on. For example, under the Noble Early Career 
of Military Command it has +3 Combat (choose). This means that the player could choose one skill from 
the combat family at rank 3, three skills at rank 1 or split the three points over 2 skills. The skill chart pro-
vided in this handout lists all of the skill families and skills under them.

The � nal part of this step is to make a single choice from the LIFEPATH WORLDLY BENEFITS to � nish o�  the 
character’s history.

Helpful Tip: Record all changes to the character sheet at each stage in the character’s history and resolve 
any changes to characteristics or skills based on exceeding the limit of 8 at that time. It is also helpful to 
note what path was selected at each stage for later reference and roleplaying. 

STEP FOUR: SPEND EXTRA POINTS
You may have some extra points depending on the paths that you selected as some of them grant extra 
points or you may have gotten the same bene� ce twice. The Extra Point Costs Chart delineates the cost 
to purchase new or additional ranks in the various characteristic and trait ratings. Alternatively, Extra 
points here could be used to help purchase Blessings or Bene� ces in Step Five, below. See the Extra Point 
Costs Chart for the cost breakdown.

STEP FIVE: FINISHING  TOUCHES
The � nal step is to purchase any Blessings or bene� ces for the character. Of course, if there are no Extra 
points available, the character will need to take Curses or A�  ictions to pay for these. They may also have 
Extra points left over from the character creation process. These could also be used to buy additional 
Blessings or Bene� ces.
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SKILL FAMILIES
Skills are grouped into skill families. 
These are broader categories used in 
the Lifepath System to make character 
creation a richer experience. The di� er-
ent skill families are:

Analytical
Bureaucracy
Investigation
Observe
Physick
Warfare

Combat
Artifact Melee
Archery
Artillery
Demolitions
Energy Guns
Fight
Gunnery
Melee
Slug Guns
Throwing

Control
Aircraft
Beastcraft
Landcraft
Spacecraft*
Watercraft
Ride

Creative
Arts
Craft
Gaming
Performance

Lore
Beast Lore
Faction Lore
Item Lore
Jumpweb Lore*
Planetary Lore
System Lore*
Xeno Lore

Malefaction
Lockpicking
Sleight of hand
Sneak
Streetwise
Torture

Physical
Athletics
Self Control
Survival
Vigor

Sciences
Applied Science*
Life Science*
Social Science
Physical Science*
Terraforming*

Social
Empathy
Etiquette
In� uence
Knavery
Leadership

Technical
Spacecraft 
Operations*
Tech Redemption*
Think Machine*

* Indicates a Guild-only 
skill; italicized skills are 
natural (starting) skills

EXTRA POINT COSTS CHART
Trait Cost (to raise by 1)
Characteristic (Body, 3
 Mind, Spirit, Occult)
Learn or Raise skill 1
Occult Power 1 per Level
Wyrd 2
Blessings and Bene� ce costs are listed in Chapter 
5: Traits (p.146). Curses and A�  ictions provide 
additional Extra points to spend.
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NOBILIT Y
THOSE WHO RULE

The role of the noble is to be the master of all things: accomplished ruler, skilled warrior, able diplomat, 
gifted artist, vigorous worker, and so on. The reality is often far di� erent but the goal is still worth striving 
for. All of the houses, whether royal or minor, share certain characteristics, but all are di� erent.
Suggested Bene� ces: Nobility, Riches.

HOUSE HAWKWOOD
The Hawkwoods are proud that one of their own 
has become emperor, but all believe they are des-
tined for greatness. It is both their privilege and 
their duty, and they act accordingly.
Blessings: Unyielding (2 pts: +2 Endurance when 
honor is at stake).
Curses: Prideful (+2 pts: –2 Will when insulted).

HOUSE DECADOS
The family that many observers believed would 
win the Emperor Wars, the Decados are praised 
for their sophistication, wit, and charm. They are 
feared for their malevolence, fury, and treachery. 
To befriend a Decados is to ally with a viper.
Blessings: Suspicious (2 pts: +2 Perception when 
rivals about).
Curses: Vain (+2 pts: –2 Perception when being 
� attered).

HOUSE HAZAT
A Hazat’s pride in her soldiers is only surpassed by 
her pride in herself. Trained since birth to lead sol-
diers, she is as at home in an army sleeping bag as 
in a feather bed. 
Blessings: Disciplined (2 pts: +2 Will in combat 
situations).
Curses: Vengeful (+2  pts: –2 Will when honor 
impinged, will never forget a slight).

HOUSE AL-MALIK
Some observers have suggested that the al-Malik 
grew out of a Second Republic merchant family, 
but now the house strives for nobility in all things. 
Suggested Bene� ces: Passage Contract (8 pts).
Blessings: Gracious (2 pts: +2 Presence to guests).
Curses: Impetuous (+2 pts: –2 Wits when trading).

HOUSE LI HALAN
Once infamous for being the most decadent house, 
House Li Halan has since repented and is now the 
Royal House most closely allied with the church. 
Suggested Bene� ces: Church Ally (1–11 pts).
Blessings: Pious (2 pts: +2 Presence among the 
sinful).
Curses: Guilty (+2 pts: –2 on all rolls when oppos-
ing Church o�  cials).

MINOR HOUSE
In addition to the � ve Royal Houses, there are 
innumerable minor ones. Some of these used to 
be big, some are on their way up, and some never 
got anywhere (and probably never will). For Bless-
ing and Curses of minor houses see FSR Player’s 
Guide p.118
Bene� ce Restriction: Nobility (12 pts max.).
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UPBRINGING
This stage represents the noble’s youth, generally from birth to eight or ten years of age. During this time, 
she is molded by her faction’s traditions and her family’s expectations of her. Nobles from minor houses 
can choose which Royal House their family most closely associates with and use the characteristics and 
skills from that path.

HIGH-COURT
The youth is raised in a palace, attended to by servants and tutors. She is watched carefully and must 
ever live up to high expectations. However, she gets to meet foreign visitors and witness famous doings.

Hawkwood
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +1, Wits +1, Presence +2
Skills—Melee +1, Etiquette +1, Physical (choose) +1,  In� uence +1; Leadership +1 

Decados
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Perception +2, Will +2
Skills—Etiquette +1, Investigation +1, Malefaction (choose) +2, In� uence +1

Hazat
Characteristics—Endurance +1, Perception +2, Presence +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Melee +2, Etiquette +1, Communication +1

Li Halan
Characteristics—Wits +1, Will +1, Presence +1, Faith +2
Skills—Etiquette +1, Self Control +1, Creative (choose) +1
Bene� ces—Language Latin (2 pts)

al-Malik
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +1, Tech +1, Will +2
Skills—Etiquette +1,  Combat (Slug Guns OR Energy Guns) +1,  In� uence +1
Bene� ces—Language Graceful Tongue (2 pts)
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RURAL ESTATE
The youth is raised in a manor or castle. While it is far from the important doings at high-court, it 
is still quite a step above the lot of most freemen and peasants. The young noble has tutors, but 
they must divide their time between teaching and other tasks, leaving the child to � nd her own 
way at times.

Hawkwood
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +1, Wits +1, Presence +1

Skills—Etiquette +1, Control (choose) +1, Vigor +1, Observe +1, Survival +1
Decados

Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Perception +2, Will +1
Skills—Etiquette +1, Malefaction (choose) +2, Sneak +1, Survival +1

Hazat
Characteristics—Endurance +2, Perception +2, Presence +1; 
Skills—In� uence +1, Melee +1, Etiquette +1, Survival +1, Leadership +1 

Li Halan
Characteristics—Wits +1, Will +1, Presence +1, Faith +2
Skills—Etiquette +1, Self Control +1, Survival +1
Bene� ces—Language Latin (2 pts)

al-Malik
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Wits +1, Presence +1, Will +1
Skills—Etiquette +1, Survival +1, In� uence +1
Bene� ces—Language Graceful Tongue (2 pts)

LANDLESS
The youth’s family is landless, and must rely on the charity of other nobles for lodgings or foster-
ing. This often means that the youth lives in many homes during her childhood, and must defend 
against the insults of higher-born children who share the castles.

Hawkwood
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Wits +1, Presence +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Vigor +1, Melee +2, Survival +1

Decados
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Perception +2, Will +1
Skills—Melee +1, Observe +1, Sneak +1, Malefaction (choose) +2

Hazat
Characteristics—Endurance +2, Perception +2, Presence +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Combat (choose) +1, Melee +1, Vigor +1, Warfare +1

Li Halan
Characteristics—Wits +1, Presence +1, Will +1, Faith +2
Skills—Melee +1, Observe +1, Self Control +1, Vigor +1, Physick +1

al-Malik
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Wits +1, Presence +1, Will +1
Skills—Melee +1, Investigation +1, Athletics +1
Bene� ces—Language Graceful Tongue (2 pts)
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MILITARY
Soldier

Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +2, Endurance +1
Skills—Combat (choose) +3, Vigor +1, Physick +1, In� uence +1, Leadership +2, 

Survival +1, Warfare+1
Starman

Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Melee +2, Gunnery +2, Physick +1, Leadership +2, Warfare +2

DIPLOMACY/INTRIGUE
Diplomat/Agent

Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +2
Skills—In� uence +2, Observe +1, Sneak +1, Arts (choose) +1, Etiquette +2, 

Analytical (choose) OR Malefaction (choose) +2, Leadership +1

LEISURE
Duelist

Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Will +1
Skills—Vigor +1, Melee +2, Melee Fighting Style (choose), Physick +1, Etiquette +1

Dandy
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +1
Skills—Vigor +2, In� uence +1, Observe +1, Combat (choose) +1, Arts (choose) +1, 

Control (choose)+1, Empathy +1, Gaming +1, Survival +1

STUDY
Student

Characteristics—Wits +2, Faith +2, Will +1
Skills—Investigation +2, Self Control +3, Creative (choose) OR Science (choose) +3
Bene� ces—Language (choose one; 2 pts)

APPRENTICESHIP
Born to privilege, a noble’s life is molded from the start—the individual has little choice in his upbringing 
and career, for it has been planned out by his family. Nonetheless, there are various pastimes and endeav-
ors at which she can choose to excel.

While most Hawkwood and Hazat gravitate towards military pastimes, and al-Malik and Li Halan toward 
leisure or study, nobles from any house—but especially the Decados—appreciate diplomatic endeavors.
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MILITARY COMMAND
Soldier

Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +2, Endurance +2, Wits +1, Perception +1, Presence +1, 
Will +1

Skills—Fight +1, In� uence +1, Observe +1, Combat (choose) +3, Vigor +2, Physick +1, 
Social (choose) +3, Survival +1, Warfare +2

Bene� ces—Rank (Knight)

Starman
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Endurance +2, Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +1, Will +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Gunnery +1, Combat (choose) +2, Spacecraft Operations +2, Physick +1, 

Social (choose) +2, Think Machine +2, Warfare +2, Vigor +2
Bene� ces—Rank (Knight)

COURT
Duelist

Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +2, Wits +1, Perception +1, Presence +1, 
Will +2

Skills—Athletics +2, Vigor +1, Melee +2, Etiquette +1, Melee Fighting Style (choose), 
Physick +1, Social (choose) +3

Bene� ces—Rank (Knight)

Ambassador
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +2, Perception +2, Presence +2, Will +2, Faith +1
Skills—In� uence +4, Observe +1, Sneak +1, Arts (choose) +1, Control (choose) +1, Etiquette +2, 

Investigate OR Malefaction (choose) +2, Leadership +2, Survival +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Knight)

QUESTING
Adventurer

Characteristics—Body characteristic (choose one) +2, Body characteristic (choose two) +1 each, 
Mind characteristic (choose one) +2, Mind characteristic (choose one) +1, 
Spirit characteristic (choose one) +2, Spirit characteristic (choose one) +1

Skills—In� uence +1, Combat (choose) +2, Combat skill (choose secondary) +1, 
Control (choose) +1, Etiquette +1, Observe +1, Sneak +1, Vigor +2, Investigate +1, 
Physick +1, Malefaction (choose) +1

Bene� ces—Rank (Knight), Language (choose; 2 pts).

EARLY CAREER
Upon her coming-of-age, the young noble chooses the role she will ful� ll for her house. She is o�  cially 
knighted. Those nobles who do not pass through this stage, but who become priests or guildsmembers 
instead, do not receive noble rank. 

While they are still considered royal, they receive none of the bene� ts or responsibilities of noble station.
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UNIVERSAL 
CHURCH

THOSE WHO PRAY
No single institution has as much impact on day-to-day life in the Known Worlds as does the 
Universal Church of the Celestial Sun.
Suggested Bene� ces: Ordained, Vestments (1 pt)
Bene� ce Restriction: Riches (8 pts max)

URTH ORTHODOX
Orthodox priests spend their time tending to the 
spiritual needs of their � ock and defending the 
faith from outer and inner evil—whether it be 
aliens, barbarians, or the heresies of other sects.
Suggested Bene� ces: Noble Ally (1–11 pts).
Blessings: Pious (2 pts: +2 Presence among the 
sinful).
Curses: Austere (+2 pts: –2 Tech before members 
of the � ock).

BROTHER BATTLE
Brother Battle monks spend years training to 
become the most e� ective agents of the Pancre-
ator’s justice in the sinful universe. 
Blessings: Disciplined (2 pts: +2 Will in combat 
situations).
Curses: Clueless (+2 pts: –2 Perception to notice 
social cues).

ESKATONIC ORDER
Eskatonic priests scour the universe for mystical 
lore to help defend the faithful from evil. The Eska-
tonic’s war is waged on the spiritual plane.
Suggested Bene� ces: Secrets (2 pts), Refuge (6 
pts).
Blessings: Curious (2 pts: +2 Presence when see-
ing something new).
Curses: Subtle (+2 pts: –2 Presence when explain-
ing something).

SANCTUARY AEON (AMALTHEANS)
This healing order was founded by Saint Amalthea 
after having traveled with the Prophet for many 
years. It has continued since then to bring grace 
and mercy to all.
Suggested Bene� ces: Ally (1–11 pts).
Blessings: Compassionate (2 pts: +2 Faith when 
helping others).
Curses: Gullible (+2 pts: –2 Wits against attempts 
to fast-talk).

TEMPLE AVESTI (AVESTITES)
The heavy robes of these fanatics are instantly rec-
ognizable—as are the smoking � ameguns they 
bear to enact a literal punishment on the sinful. 
Blessings: Pious (2 pts: +2 Presence among the 
sinful).
Curses: Righteous (+2 pts: –2 Will when judgment 
questioned).

MENDICANT MONKS (HESYCHASTS)
Some clergypeople want nothing to do with inter-
stellar politics and power games, and instead joins 
monasteries and community chapterhouses to live 
pious lives away from the centers of power. Others 
retreat into the wilderness where they seek mys-
tical vision or just quiet lives of contemplation. 
Suggested Blessing and Curses FSR PG p.119.
Suggested Bene� ces: Cloistered (+1 pt).
Bene� ce Restriction: Ordained (12 pts max.)
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UPBRINGING
Most priests grow up in towns or cities; their early experiences often determine whether they gravitate toward the 
marketplace or the monastery. Unlike nobles, these freemen have not yet chosen their faction (although their fami-
lies may already be planning a career for them). The two factors to consider here are the character’s environment and 
social status. A priest selects both an environment and a class. 

Exception: Brother Battle monks are chosen at an early age and may only select the Brother Battle Warrior Monk 
upbringing, see below.

UNIVERSAL CHURCH LIFEPATHS
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ENVIRONMENT
City

Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +2
Skills—Observe +1, Investigation +1, 

Empathy +1

Town
Characteristics—Wits +1, Perception +1, 

Presence +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Vigor +1, 

Investigation +1

Rural
Characteristics—Strength +1, Endurance +2,

Faith +1
Skills—Vigor +1, Survival +2

Space Habitat
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Tech +1, 

Will +1, Presence +1
Skills—Observe +1, Tech Redemption +1,

Self Control +1

CLASS
Wealthy 

Characteristics—Presence +1
Skills—Etiquette +1, Social (choose) +1

Middle
Characteristics—Will +1 
Skills—In� uence +1, Craft (choose) +1

Poor
Characteristics—Faith +1 
Skills—Malefaction (choose) +1, Survival +1
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BROTHER BATTLE WARRIOR MONK
Monastic Upbringing

Characteristics—Strength +1, 
Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Faith +1

Skills—Combat (choose) +1, Vigor +2, 
Physick +1, Self Control +2

APPRENTICESHIP
At this stage the priest begins his formal education. Select an appropriate apprenticeship milieu . The 
speci� c characteristics and skills learned are determined by the sect the priest chooses to join. If a player 
wants to play a noble who pursues a life in the priesthood they can select a noble upbringing and then 
begin their priesthood at this stage; the noble should have the Blessings and Curses from his house 
rather than his sect.

CATHEDRAL
The priest receives his � rst training in a city cathedral, and is thus close to libraries, learned people, 
and perhaps even high technology.
Urth Orthodox

Characteristics—Wits +1, Presence +1, Will +1, Faith +2
Skills—In� uence +1,Investigate +1, Self Control +1, Physick +2, Leadership +1, Bureaucracy +2
Beni� ce—Language Latin (2 pts)

Eskatonic Order
Characteristics—Wits +1, Will +2, Faith +2
Skills—Observe +2, Investigate +2, Empathy +1, Self Control +3
Beni� ce—Language Latin (2 pts)

Temple Avesti
Characteristics—Endurance +1, Perception +2, Faith +2 
Skills—In� uence +1, Melee +1, Observe +2, Investigate +1, Combat (choose) +1, 

Social (choose) +2, Malefaction (choose) +2
Sanctuary Aeon

Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Tech +1, Will +1, Faith +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Arts (choose) +1, Empathy +2, Life Science +1, Physick +4, Self Control +1
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PARISH
The priest begins his career in a country or town parish, a small but perhaps quaint church servicing 
the locals. A parish priest tends to preach to the same � ock every week, which gives the priest a famil-
iarity with the region and its people.

Urth Orthodox
Characteristics—Wits +1, Presence +1, Will +1, Faith +2 
Skills—In� uence +1, Empathy +1, Self Control +1, Leadership +1, Physick +2, Bureaucracy +2

Eskatonic Order
Characteristics—Wits +1, Will +2, Faith +2 
Skills—Observe +1, Analytical (choose) +3, Empathy +1, Physick +2, Self Control +3 

Temple Avesti
Characteristics—Endurance +1, Perception +2, Faith +2 
Skills—In� uence +1, Melee +1, Observe +2, Investigate +1, Combat (choose) +1, 

Social (choose) +2, Malefaction (choose) +2
Sanctuary Aeon

Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Will +1, Faith +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Arts +1, Empathy +2, Life Science +1, Physick +3, Self Control +2

MONASTERY
The priest begins his training in a monastery, a place secluded from outsiders and dedicated com-

pletely to the spiritual life. Study and contemplation is favored over preaching and good works.

Urth Orthodox
Characteristics—Wits +1, Presence +1, Will +1, Faith +2
Skills—Investigate +2, Bureaucracy +1, Physick +1, Communication +1, Self Control +3 
Beni� ce—Language Latin (2 pts)

Eskatonic Order
Characteristics—Wits +1, Will +2, Faith +2
Skills—Investigate 3, Analytical (choose) +2, Self Control +3
Beni� ce—Language Latin (2 pts)

Temple Avesti
Characteristics—Endurance +1, Perception +2, Faith +2 
Skills—In� uence +1, Melee +1, Observe +2, Investigate +1, Combat (choose) +1, 

Social (choose) +2, Malefaction (choose) +2
Sanctuary Aeon:

Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Presence +1, Will +1, Faith +2
Skills—Empathy +1, Life Science +1, Physick +3, In� uence +1, Self Control +2
Beni� ce—Language Latin (2 pts)

BROTHER BATTLE WARRIOR MONK
Only characters with the Brother Battle Warrior Monk upbringing may choose this path.

Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Faith +1 
Skills—Fight +1, Melee +1, Combat (choose) +1, Physick +1, Self Control +1
Beni� ce—Mantok Fighting Style (5 pts)
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PREACHER/PASTOR
Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +2, Will +2, Faith +3
Skills—In� uence +2, Observe +2, Empathy +2, Self Control +2, Investigate +2, Bureaucracy +1, 

Physick +2, Communication 2
Bene� ces—Rank (Novitiate)

MONK
Characteristics—Body characteristic +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +2, Will +2, Faith +2 
Skills—Observe +2, Investigate +2, Empathy +2, Self Control +3, Vigor +1, Craft (choose) +2, 

Physick +1, Survival +2
Bene� ces—Rank (Novitiate)

MISSIONARY
Characteristics—Endurance +2, Wits +1, Perception +2, Presence +2, Will +1, Faith +2
Skills—In� uence +3, Observe +1, Control (choose) +1, Empathy +1, Self Control +1, Investigate +1, 

Vigor +1, Physick +2, Survival +2, Communication +2
Bene� ces—Rank (Novitiate)

HEALER
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Wits +1, Tech +1, Presence +2, Will + 1, Faith +2
Skills—In� uence +2, Observe +1, Empathy+ 2, Self Control +1, Life Science +1, Physick +4, 

Communication+2, Tech Redemption (choose type) +2 
Bene� ces—Rank (Novitiate)

INQUISITOR
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +1, Endurance +2, Perception +2, Will +2, Faith +1
Skills—In� uence +2, Observe +2, Combat (choose) +2, Sneak +1, Vigor +1, Investigate +2, 
Bureacracy +1, Self Control +1, Malefaction (choose) +2, Survival +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Novitiate)

BROTHER BATTLE WARRIOR MONK
Only characters with the Brother Battle Warrior Monk apprenticeship may choose this path.

Characteristics—Strength +3, Dexterity +1, Endurance +3, Will +1, Faith +2
Skills—Vigor +1, Combat skill (choose Fight or Melee) +2, Combat skill (choose) +3, Physick +1,

Self Control +1, Survival +1, Warfare +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Apprentice); Choose one Fighting Style other than Mantok (5 pts)

EARLY CAREER
The priest is ordained and receives his � rst posting: to preach and aid the people of a cathedral, church 
or parish; to live a cloistered life of contemplation in the monastery; or to bring the good word to oth-
ers as a traveling missionary.
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MERCHANT 
LEAGUE
THOSE WHO TRADE

The guilds may be all that remain of the giant corporations of the Second Republic, but they have carved 
out an important place in the Phoenix Empire. While nobles may snub them and priests may call them 
sinners, the merchants know they provide a necessary service—one that neither the houses nor the sects 
could get along without.

CHARIOTEERS
Some Charioteers claim that they own the space 
lanes, and their claim is not far o� . Master pilots 
and expert traders both, Charioteers � y from star 
to star with cargo, sometimes illegal, but always 
highly prized.
Blessings: Curious (2 pts: +2 Presence when see-
ing something new).
Curses: Nosy (+2 pts: –2 Will when seeing some-
thing new).

ENGINEERS
More than just mechanics, the Engineers recre-
ate old tech, discover their own innovations, and 
merge them all into their lives and (sometimes) 
bodies. 
Blessings: Innovative (2 pts: +2 Tech when trying 
to invent something new).
Curses: Unnerving (+2 pts: –2 Presence when deal-
ing with serfs).

SCRAVERS
This guild got its start recovering old technology. 
Now it has casino space stations, slot machines, 
pharmaceutical labs and more, all protected by 
some of the best enforcers in the business.
Blessings: The Man (2 pts: +2 In� uence when lead-
ing underlings).
Curses: Possessive (+2 pts: –2 Will when cut out 
of the action).

THE REEVES (GRAY FACES)
Often acting quietly behind the scenes, the Reeves 
have a reputation as the richest and most avari-
cious guild members. It is not a reputation they 
� ght. They do � ght anyone who tries to take their 
money away.
Blessings: Shrewd (2 pts: +2 Wits against attempts 
to fast-talk).
Curses: Mammon (+2 pts: –2 Faith when money 
involved).

THE MUSTER (CHAINERS)
The Muster is the kind of bogeyman parents use to 
scare children: a guild which specializes in the trade 
of people. They’ve picked up a (well-deserved) rep-
utation as slavers.
Blessings: Bold (2 pts: +2 Will or Faith while acting 
when others hesitate).
Curses: Callous (+2 pts: –2 Presence when asked 
for aid).

YEOMEN (FREELANCER)
Since the serfs seem to believe that almost anyone 
involved in trade is a guild member, a number of 
freemen have taken advantage of the fact. They 
may do any kind of work, they may work with the 
guilds, they may pretend to be full members, but 
really they are beholden to none.  Work with the 
GM to determine Blessings and Curses.
Suggested A�  ictions: Dark Secret (Guild Imper-
sonator) +3 pts
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UPBRINGING
Like priests most guild members grow up in towns or cities; their early experiences often determine which guild 
that they join. Unlike nobles, these freemen have not yet chosen their faction (although their families may already 
be planning a career for them). The two factors to consider here are the character’s environment and social status. A 
guildsperson selects both an environment and a class as part of their upbringing.

ENVIRONMENT
City

Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +2
Skills—Observe +1, Investigation +1, 

Empathy +1

Town
Characteristics—Wits +1, Perception +1, 

Presence +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Vigor +1, 

Investigation +1

Rural
Characteristics—Strength +1, Endurance +2,

Faith +1
Skills—Vigor +1, Survival +2

Space Habitat
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Tech +1, 

Will +1, Presence +1
Skills—Observe +1, Tech Redemption +1,

Self Control +1

CLASS
Wealthy 

Characteristics—Presence +1
Skills—Etiquette +1, Social (choose) +1

Middle
Characteristics—Will +1 
Skills—In� uence +1, Craft (choose) +1

Poor
Characteristics—Faith +1 
Skills—Malefaction (choose) +1, Survival +1
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APPRENTICESHIP
At this stage the guildsperson begins her formal education. Select one of the locations for the guildsper-
son’s apprenticeship. The speci� c characteristics and skills learned will be determined by the guild joined. 
If a player wants to play a noble who pursues a life in the guilds she can select a noble upbringing and 
then join the guild at this stage; the noble should have the Blessings and Curses from her house rather 
than her guild. Yeomen can select a path from any guild but CANNOT select the Academy.than her guild. Yeomen can select a path from any guild but CANNOT select the Academy.

ACADEMY
Each guild maintains a training academy where the most promising new members are enrolled.

Charioteers
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Wits +1, Presence +2
Skills—In� uence +2, Spacecraft Operations +2, Control (choose) +3, Tech Redemption +2, Physick +1

Engineers
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +1, Tech +3
Skills—Investigate +1, Tech Redemption +4, Science (choose) +2, Think Machine +1
Bene� ces—Language Urthtech (2 pts)

Scravers
Characteristics—Strength +2, Perception +2, Will +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Combat (choose) +1, Sneak +1, Gaming +1, Investigate +1, 

Malefaction (choose) +3
Bene� ces—Language Scravers Cant (2 pts)

Muster
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Tech +2
Skills—Combat (choose) +3, In� uence +1, Control (choose) +2, Observe +1, Tech Redemption +1, 

Physick +1, Malefaction (choose) +1

Reeves
Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +2, Will +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Investigate +2, Bureaucracy +3, Etiquette +1, Leadership +1 
Bene� ces—Language Latin (2 pts)
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GUILD HALL
Most guildsmembers and applicants get their training on the job, hanging out at the guild hall and 
petitioning higher-ranking members for jobs or training.

Charioteers
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Wits +1, Presence +2
Skills—In� uence+1, Control (choose) +3, Empathy +1, Social (choose) +1, Tech Redemption +1, 

Physick +1
Bene� ces—Language (choose; 2 pts)

Engineers
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +1, Tech +3
Skills—Combat (choose) +1, Investigate +1, Tech Redemption+3, Science (choose) +2, 

Think Machine +1
Bene� ces—Language Urthtech (2 pts)

Scravers
Characteristics—Strength +2, Perception +2, Will +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Vigor +1, Combat (choose) +1, Sneak +1, Gaming +1, Investigate +1,

Malefaction (choose) +2
Bene� ces—Language Scravers Cant (2 pts)

Muster
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Tech +2
Skills—Combat (choose)+2, In� uence +1, Control (Group) +1, Tech Redemption +1, Physick +1, 

Observe +1, Malefaction (choose) +3

Reeves
Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +2, Will +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Observe +1, Bureaucracy +2, Etiquette +1, Investigate +2, Leadership +1
Bene� ces—Language Latin (2 pts)
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THE STREETS
Those guilders unable to attend the academies or guildhalls, instead gets their training in the tough-
est school of all: hard knocks.

Charioteers
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Wits +1, Presence +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Control (choose) +2, Combat (choose) +1, Malefaction (choose) +2, 

Tech Redemption +1, Physick +1
Bene� ces—Language Latin (2 pts)

Engineers
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Wits +1, Tech +2
Skills—Slug Guns or Energy Guns +1, Investigate +1, Tech Redemption +2, Science (choose) +2, 

Malefaction (choose) +1, Think Machine +1
Bene� ces—Language Urthtech (2 pts)

Scravers
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +1, Perception +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Malefaction (choose) +3, Combat (choose) +2, Gaming +1, Vigor +1
Bene� ces—Language Scraver Cant (2 pts)

Muster
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +2, Tech +1, 
Skills—Combat (choose) +2, In� uence +1, Control (choose) +1, Malefaction (choose) +2, Physick +1, 

Observe +2, Survival +1; 

Reeves
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +2, Perception +2
Skills—In� uence +1, Observe +1, Combat (choose) +1, Sneak +1, Investigate +1, Etiquette +1, 

Bureaucracy +2, Leadership +1, Malefaction (choose) +1
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THE MARKET
The character spends most of her time in marketplaces across the Known Worlds, learning how to 
sell to rubes and royals alike.

Merchant
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Endurance +1, Wits +2, Perception +2, Presence +2, Will +2
Skills—In� uence +2, Combat (choose) +1, Observe +2, Gaming +1, Investigate +2, 

Malefaction (choose) +2, Sneak +1, Social (choose) + 2
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate), Language (choose; 2 pts)

Money-Lender (Usually a Reeve)
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Endurance +1, Wits +2, Perception +2, Presence +2, Will +2
Skills—Bureaucracy +2, Etiquette +1, In� uence +2, Combat (choose) +1, Observe +2, 

Gaming +1, Investigate +2, Malefaction (choose) +2
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate), Language (choose; 2 pts)

STARSHIP DUTY
The character’s � rst jobs are aboard starships. While she gets to see many new places, most of her 
time is spent in cramped quarters for weeks on end. Still, the money’s good.

Pilot (Usually a Charioteer)
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Tech +2, Will +2 
Skills—Control (Spacecraft) +1, In� uence +1, Combat (choose)+2, Spacecraft Operations +2, 

Physick +1, Science (choose) +3, Tech Redemption +2, Think Machine +2, Warfare +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)

Engineer (Usually an Engineer)
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Tech +2, Will +2 
Skills—In� uence +1, Combat (choose)+2, Spacecraft Operations +1, Physick +1, 

Science (choose) +3, Tech Redemption +3, Think Machine +3, Warfare +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)

Gunner
Characteristics—Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Tech +2, Will +2 
Skills—Gambling +1, Gunnery +2, In� uence +1, Combat (choose)+2, Spacecraft Operations +1, 

Physick +1, Science (choose) +2, Tech Redemption +2, Think Machine +2, Warfare +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)

EARLY CAREER
The guild member is o�  cially commissioned and gets her � rst job.  Each of these paths have one or more 
specialties listed under them; choose one of these specialties for this stage. For example, if a character 
spends her early career doing Starship Duty she would choose either: Pilot, Engineer, or Gunner. 
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MERCENARY
The character is a contract soldier. Usually only the Muster guild � elds these � ghters, but the occa-
sional Scraver bully-boy has been known to hire himself out for war, and the Engineers occasionally 
provide combat engineers to high bidders.

Soldier
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +3, Endurance +2, Tech +1, Will +2
Skills—Combat (choose) +7, In� uence+1, Vigor +2, Control (choose) +1, Tech Redemption +1, 

Physick +1, Survival +2
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)

Combat Engineer
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +2, Wits +1, Perception +1, Tech +2, Will +1
Skills—Combat (choose) +3, Observe +1, Control (choose) +2, Physick +1, Tech Redemption +3, 

Science +2, Warfare+3
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)

SCHOLAR/SCIENTIST
While many nobles seeking scholars and learned men for their entourages turn to the Universal 
Church, some know that the guilds also produce erudite candidates—in matters of � nance or law, 
there is none better than a Reeve, and few travel guides outside the Charioteers really know what 
they’re talking about. The Engineers, or course, are the only ones to turn to on matters of science.

Scholar
Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +2, Tech +1, Presence +2, Will +2, Faith +1
Skills—In� uence +1, Observe +1, Investigation +3, Etiquette +1, Self Control +2, 

Science (choose) +3, Science (choose) +2, Leadership +1, Think Machine +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)

Scientist
Characteristics—Wits +3, Perception +2, Tech +2, Will +2, Presence + 1
Skills—Investigate +2, Science (choose) +3, Science (choose) +2, Tech Redemption +3, 

Think Machine +3
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate), Language Urthtech (2 pts)

CLANDESTINE/ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES
And then there are the other jobs—those best left unmentioned on one’s resume. But don’t worry: 
the best rise to the top of their profession and word gets out to the right people.

Thief
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +2, Endurance +2, Perception +2, Will +2
Skills—Combat (choose) +2,  In� uence +1, Vigor +1, Gaming +1, Investigate +1,

 Malefaction (choose) +5, Observe +1, Sneak +2, Social (choose) +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)

Spy
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +2, Endurance +2, Perception +2, Presence +2
Skills—Combat (choose) +2, Vigor +1, Gaming +1, In� uence +2, Investigate +1, 

Malefaction (choose) +4, Observe +2, Sneak + 1, Social (choose) +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Associate)
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UR-OBUN

THE ENLIGHTENED
The spiritual Ur-Obun are sought out as third party diplomats and peacemakers. Unlike their aggressive 
cousins the Ukari, Obun culture values learning and philosophy over all other pursuits, and Obun have a 
knack for answering questions which have long plagued others. An Obun may be ordained in the Univer-
sal Church, although it is rare for aliens to achieve a rank greater than Deacon outside the Voavenlohjun 
sub-sect of the Urth Orthodoxy.

UR-OBUN
These following characteristics replace the default 
for a Human character. Ur-Obun characters can 
start with either a Psi OR a Theurgy characteristic 
rating of 1. The maximum indicates the maximum 
rank that trait can achieve instead of the 10 for a 
Human.

Characteristics: Dexterity 4, Strength 3 (max 9), 
Endurance 3 (max 9), Psi 1 OR Theurgy 1
Blessings: Just (2 pts: +2 Faith when righting a 
wrong)
Curses: Condescending (+2 pts: –2 Presence 
among the unenlightened).
Suggested Bene� ces: Refuge (4 pts, any Obun 
consulate). All Obun know the Obunish language. 

UPBRINGING
Most Obun are raised on their homeworld (Velisamil), but some may come from colonies on other (usually cosmopol-
itan) worlds. Obun characters raised on Human worlds can use the Upbringing for the Universal Church or Merchant 
League.

VELISAMIL
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Strength -1, Wits +1, Presence +1, Will +1, Faith +1
Skills—Empathy +1, Etiquette +1, Self Control +2
Bene� ces—Language Urthish (2 pts), Language Obunish (2 pts)
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APPRENTICESHIP
 The traditional Obun careers are Umo’rin Counselor (a member of the philosopher-aristocratic senate 
that rules Velisamil), Voavenlohjun priest (who follows the teachings of the Prophet’s Ur-Obun disciple, St. 
Ven Lohji), and Vhem-Saahen (philosopher-knights who war on behalf of peace). Alternatively, an Obun 
may join a guild or Universal Church sect instead of pursuing a traditional career.

UMO’RIN COUNSELOR
Characteristics—Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +2
Skills—Social (choose) + 2, Empathy +1, Etiquette +1, Self Control +1, In� uence +2, Investigate +1, 

Observe +2

VOAVENLOHJUN PRIEST
Characteristics—Wits +2, Presence +1, Faith +2; 
Skills—In� uence +2, Investigate +1, Social (choose) +2, Observe +1, Physick +1, Self Control +3

VHEM-SAAHEN CHAMPION
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Will or Faith +1
Skills—Combat (choose) +6, Self Control +1, Vigor +3

EARLY CAREER
These continue the traditions  which the Obun has chosen for their apprenticeship. 

UMO’RIN COUNSELOR
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence + 2, Will +2, Faith +2
Skills—Leadership +2, Empathy +2, Etiquette +1, Self Control +1, In� uence +2, Investigate +2, 

Analytical (choose) +2, Observe +2, ; 
Bene� ces—Rank (Federate)

VOAVENLOHJUN PRIEST
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +2, Perception +1, Presence +2, Will +2, Faith +2
Skills—Empathy +3, In� uence +2, Investigate +1, Observe +2, Social (choose) +2, Physick +2, 

Self Control +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Novitiate)

VHEM-SAAHEN CHAMPION: 
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +2, Endurance +2, Wits +1, Perception +1, Will +2
Skills—Combat skill (choose) +2, Self Control +2, Physick +2, Vigor +1, Athletics +1 

Bene� ces—Ally (4 pts), Fighting Style (choose one Martial or Fencing Fighting Style)
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UR-UKAR

THE REBELLIOUS
Cousins to the peaceful Ur-Obun, the Ukari are bitter, violent criminals—or so most Known Worlders 
believe. They have su� ered great oppression, due in part to their war with humanity upon the two races’ 
� rst contact. The bitter Ur-Ukar � ght in internecine clan wars in the subterranean caves of their home-
world. Traditionally-raised Ukari rarely even see sunlight until age four or � ve. They are thus at home in 
dark, cramped spaces. Those who escape such blood con� icts by going o� -world often hire themselves 
out as assassins or mercenaries. Their subterranean origins give them an edge in nocturnal activities.

UR-UKAR
Body, Mind, and Spirit characteristics start at 3 except for 
where noted below. Ur-Ukar characters start with a Psi and 
Urge characteristic rating of 1. The maximum indicates the 
maximum rank that trait can achieve instead of the 10 for 
a Human.

Default Characteristics: Dexterity 4, Strength 3 (max 9), 
Endurance 3 (max 9), Tech 4, Psi 1, Urge 1
Blessings: Sensitive Touch (2 pts: +2 Perception to discern 
touched objects).
Curses: Bitter (+2 pts: –2 Will when dealing with humans).
A�  iction: Ostracized (moderate, +2 pts).
Suggested Bene� ces: Family Ties (3 pts). All Ukari know the 
Ukarish language. However, they must spend points to learn 
Urthish (see the Language Bene� ce, Player’s Guide pg. 150). 

UPBRINGING
Most Ukari are raised in one of their clans on Kordeth under the watchful eye of House al-Malik. They can choose to 
use the upbringing options from the Merchant League if they were raised o� -world.

KORDETH (UKAR)
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +1, Perception +2, Will +1
Skills—Fight +1, Malefaction (choose) +1, Sneak +1, Survival +1
Bene� ces—Language Ukarish, Language Urthish (2 pts) 
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APPRENTICESHIP
Most Ukari follow the traditional careers of their clans. Some of the guilds recruit Ukari as they come-of-
age and others � ee to the guilds to escape life in the clans, those Ukari can select an apprenticeship and 
early career with the guilds. 

CHIEFTAIN
Characteristics—Dexterity +1, Wits +1, Perception +1, Presence +1, Will +1
Skills—Combat skill (choose Fight or Melee) +2, In� uence +1, Malefaction (choose) +3, 

Combat (choose) +1, Self Control +1, Survival +1, Vigor +1

WARRIOR/OUTLAW
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Will +1
Skills—Vigor +1, Combat (choose Fight or Melee) +2, Impress +1, Malefaction (choose) +3, 

Combat (choose) +1, Self Control +1, Survival +1

EARLY CAREER
Fortunes rise and fall in the Ukari clans. The Ukari’s early career does not need to match the path chosen 
during her apprenticeship.

CHIEFTAIN
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +1, Endurance +1, Wits +1, Perception +1, Presence +2, 

Will +2, Faith +1
Skills—Combat skill (choose Fight or Melee) +2, In� uence +1, Malefaction (choose) +2, 

Combat (choose) +1, Self Control +1, Survival +1, Vigor +1
Bene� ces—Rank (Quan), Fighting Style (Jox Kai Von OR Kraxi Knife Fencing)

WARRIOR/OUTLAW
Characteristics—Strength +2, Dexterity +1, Endurance +2, Perception +1, Presence +1, Will +2, 

Faith +1 
Skills—Combat (choose Fight or Melee) +2, In� uence +1, Malefaction (choose) +2, 

Slug Guns or Energy Guns +1, Self Control +1, Survival +1, Vigor +1 
Bene� ces—Family Ties (3 pts), Fighting Style (Jox Kai Von OR Kraxi Knife Fencing)
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VOROX

THE WARRIORS
These multi-limbed monstrosities are highly valued as shock troops or guerrilla warriors. Only “civilized” 
Vorox are allowed to leave their homeworld Ungavorox, for the “feral” kind are too unruly and danger-
ous. But most Known Worlders are hard-pressed to tell the di� erence between the two. Civilized Vorox 
have their poisonous claws removed to prove their commitment to civilization. Noble Vorox are allowed 
to keep one claw as a sign of their rank.to keep one claw as a sign of their rank.

VOROX
Body, Mind, and Spirit characteristics start at 3 except for where noted below. The maximum indi-
cates that a character can start with that number rather than the default 8.

Default Characteristics: Strength 4 (max 12), Endurance 4 (max 12), Wits 2, Tech 1
Blessings: Predatory (0 pts: +2 Perception, –2 Will when hungry), Giant (5 pts: +2 Vitality, base run: 
14 meters, requires Vorox tailored clothing), Sensitive Smell (1 pt: +1 Perception with smell only)
Curses: Uncouth (+2 pts: –2 Presence in social situations).
Bene� ces: All Vorox know the Voroxish Language (2pts)
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UPBRINGING
Vorox are raised as either a chieftan or a warrior. Those who will become chieftans keep one of their claws as a symbol 
of their rank. All others have their poisionous claws removed.of their rank. All others have their poisionous claws removed.

CHIEFTAIN
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +1, Wits +1
Skills—Fight +1, In� uence +1 Melee +1, Observe +1, Survival +2 Vigor +2
Bene� ces—Bite (Dexterity + Fight, Init –1, DMG 3), Extra Limbs (total of six limbs usable as arms or 

legs), Poison Claw (6 pts: Dexterity + Fight, DMG 3. Vorox poison is a slow-acting 
paralytic. If the claw in� icts dam-age, the target is poisoned and su� ers a cumulative 
–1 penalty per turn on all physical actions; when a number of turns equal to the
 target’s Vitality rating is reached, the target is unable to take any physical actions 
for the rest of the span), Language Urthish (2 pts)

A�  ictions—Ostracized (moderate), No Occult (Cannot awaken Psi or Theurgy)

WARRIOR
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +2, Endurance +1,  Will +1
Skills—Fight +2, Melee +3, Observe +1, Physick +1, Sneak +1, Survival +3, Vigor +2
Bene� ces—Bite (Dexterity + Fight, Init –1, DMG 3), Extra Limbs (total of six limbs usable as arms 

or legs) , Language Urthish (2 pts)
A�  ictions—Ostracized (moderate), No Occult (Cannot awaken Psi or Theurgy)

APPRENTICESHIP
At this stage, the Vorox is usually “civilized” by humans so that she can move through society in an accept-
able manner. Vorox can choose to join a guild instead going through the guild apprenticeship and early 
career. There is only one path at this stage, those who do not join a guild must survive the right-of-passage.

VOROX RIGHT-OF-PASSAGE
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +1, Endurance +1, Perception +1, Will +1
Skills—Fight +2, In� uence +1, Melee +1, Observe +1, Sneak +1, Survival +2, Vigor +2
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EARLY CAREER

CHIEFTAIN
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +1, Endurance +1, Wits +1, Perception +2, Presence +1, 

Will +2, Faith +1
Skills—Fight +1, Melee +1, Observe +1, Slug Guns or Energy Guns +2, Vigor +2
Bene� ces—Rank (Knight), Fighting Style (Graa)

WARRIOR
Characteristics—Strength +1, Dexterity +1, Endurance +1, Wits +1, Perception +2, Presence +1, 

Will +2, Faith +1
Skills—Fight +1, Melee +1, Observe +1, Slug Guns or Energy Guns +2, Vigor +2
Bene� ces—Family Ties (3 pts), Fighting Style (Graa)
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EXTRA STAGES

TOURS OF DUTY
At this stage every character should have gone through upbringing, apprenticeship, and their early career. 
The character is now ready for the tour of duty stage. Each character gets to select two paths from 
below,  except Vorox who only get to select one path.  After both extra stages are chosen every char-
acter makes one selection from the LIFEPATH WORLDLY BENEFITS.

IMPERIAL TOURS
Nobles, priests, and guildsmembers can swear fealty to Emperor Alexius and serve a tour of duty in the 
elite Company of the Phoenix. Nobles become Questing Knights while priests and guildsmembers become 
Imperial Cohorts. A questing knight cannot also be an imperial cohort.

CAREER TOUR
The character continues their early career and focuses on learning skills and mastering their cho-
sen career path. 

Characteristics—Characteristic (choose one) +2, Characteristic (choose another) +1
Skills—Skills (Choose new ones or add to existing skills) +11

QUESTING KNIGHT
Prerequisites: Noble rank of Knight or higher or Vorox Chieftain with the rank of Knight.

Characteristics—Characteristic (choose one) +2, Characteristic (choose another) +1
Skills—Skills (Choose new ones or add to existing skills) +7
Bene� ces—Imperial Charter

IMPERIAL COHORT
Characteristics—Characteristic (choose one) +2, Characteristic (choose another) +1
Skills—Skills (Choose new ones or add to existing skills) +8
Bene� ces—Cohort Badge

NATAL PSI
Characteristics—Psi +3, Wyrd +2
Psychic Path—Choose a primary path and get the Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 powers
Skills—Skills (choose one related to one of your psychic powers) +1

SAVANT PSI
Prerequisite: Natal Psi

Characteristics—Psi +2, Wyrd +1
Psychic Path—Primary path Level 4 and Level 5 powers. Choose a secondary path and gain the 

Level 1 and Level 2 powers
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NEOPHYTE THEURGE 
Characteristics—Theurgy +3, Wyrd +2
Theurgic Rites—Choose rites from a single sect and get Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 rites
Skills— Skills (choose one related to one of your rites) +1 

ADEPT THEURGE 
Characteristics—Theurgy +2, Wyrd +1
Theurgic Rites—Gain the Level 4 and Level 5 rites from your primary sect. Choose the rites from 

a second sect and gain the Level 1 and Level 2 rites.

CYBERNETICALLY TWEAKED / LOADED FOR BEAR
Spend 20 points on cybernetic devices. See Chapter 13: Cybernetics (FSR Player’s Guide p.358) for a 
list of devices. This has been modi� ed from the Player’s Guide to give a character only cybernetics 
and not skills, however points not used on cybernetics can be uses to buy skills. This can be chosen 
twice to give a character 40 points of cybernetics (Loaded for Bear).

MASTER TOUR
The character continues their career from their career tour,  questing knight, or as an imperial cohort 
and earn rewards for their dedication.
Prerequisites: Career Tour, Questing Knight, or Imperial Cohort.

Characteristics—Characteristic (choose one) +1, Characteristic (choose another) +1
Skills—Skills (choose new ones or add to existing skills) +6
Bene� ces—Choose one of the following:

Promotion and Rewards: Rise one level in rank and gain one rank of Assets or Cash
High Promotion: Rise two levels in rank
Rich Rewards: Gain two ranks in Assets or Cash
Friends: Choose 8 pts from: Ally, Contact, Gossip Network, Retinue, Passage Contract, or Refuge

LIFEPATH WORLDLY BENEFITS
All characters using the Lifepath System make one choice from the Lifepath Worldly Bene� ts to represent 
random rewards and friends that they may have made during their lives prior to their adventuring career. 

LIFEPATH WORDLY BENEFITS
Choose one of the following:

Promotion: Rise one level in rank, Contact (1 pt), Gossip Network (1 pt)
Rewards: Gain one rank of Assets or Cash, Passage Contract (2 pts)
Friends: Choose 6 pts from: Ally, Contact, Gossip Network, or Passage Contracts.

EXTRA STAGES
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FINISHING TOUCHES
Now the player can purchase Curses and A�  ictions if he desires, and spend the Extra points they provide. 
Finally, he should determine his Vitality rating (5 + Endurance) and Wyrd points (Higher of the charac-
ter’s Faith or Will).

The character may also want purchase gear, weapons, and armor to help them survive the adventures 
that they are bound to get into. If the character did not get any ranks in Cash they have it at 0 pts and 
start with 250 � rebirds to spend. Not much, but better than nothing! The full charts for Cash and Assets 
can be found in Chapter 5: Traits (FSR Player’s Guide p.146).

The character is now ready to enter the tumultuous palaces, bazaars, and wilds of the Known Worlds.


